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AIME Announces Third Annual Fuse National Conference for
Independent Mortgage Brokers as a Premium Virtual
Experience
-- Independent Mortgage Brokers mark your calendars for the most innovative
conference available in the mortgage industry. --

The Association of Independent Mortgage Experts, a non-profit, national trade
membership association created exclusively for independent mortgage brokers officially
announces the third annual AIME Fuse National Conference on Friday, Sept. 25th will
be hosted virtually.
This year’s virtual event will provide a premium interactive experience to members of
the broker community with access to exclusive content only available through the virtual
event platform. Ticket holders will have access to a full day of forward-thinking keynote
speakers and panel sessions featuring industry experts who will share their expertise
via live stream. AIME Fuse Virtual allows for networking opportunities with top-name
exhibitors and the ability to connect with other virtual attendees in one-on-one real-time
chats through a mobile app, laptop or other connected devices.
“Not being able to see our members face-to-face at AIME Fuse 2020 is not our ideal
experience, but our ultimate priority is everyone’s health,” said Marc Summers,
President of AIME. “Attendees should expect television-quality production throughout
the entirety of the day’s presentations. Our goal is to make this year the most valuable
speaker line-up to date and have every attendee ready to take on what the next year
has in store for the wholesale channel.”
aimegroup.com

Be a part of the continued growth of the wholesale channel as we help each other
navigate through these unprecedented times. AIME Fuse Virtual is designed to keep
broker success front and center with innovative speakers and industry professionals
who provide AIME members with the tools, resources and support necessary to
properly advise borrowers and build efficient businesses.
About Association of Independent Mortgage Experts
The Association of Independent Mortgage Experts (AIME) is a non-profit, national trade
membership association created exclusively for independent mortgage brokers. With over
40,000 members, AIME is committed to fostering an inclusive environment to support and
protect independent mortgage brokers across the country to grow the wholesale mortgage
channel. AIME’s vision is to contribute to the overall growth of broker market share to above
25% in 2020 and beyond.
For additional information regarding benefits associated with an AIME membership, as well as
wholesale-focused lenders and vendors interested in sponsoring AIME, visit
www.AIMEGroup.com.
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